Advance your career. Enhance your intellect. Designed for the thinking professional, the EKU Online Justice, Policy and Leadership master’s program focuses on leadership, communication and critical thinking skills to prepare graduates for administrative success.

Why Choose EKU?
- A criminal justice core with the ability to choose your concentration in policing, corrections or juvenile justice
- A fully accredited, non-profit, brick and mortar institution
- Internationally recognized, award winning faculty in the world-renowned EKU School of Justice Studies
- Dedicated advisors who work with you from application through graduation
- An accelerated pace allowing you to finish a course in just 8 weeks

**Real degrees. Real opportunities.**

For additional information, contact the justice, policy and leadership program advisor.
859.622.5086 | onlinedegrees@eku.edu

Apply today.
Go.EKU.edu/JusticeLeadership
Justice, Policy & Leadership
Master of Science Degree

Criminal Justice Core: 15 hours
JPL 809  Program/Policy Evaluation & Analysis
JPL 810  Criminological Theory for Policy and Leadership
JPL 812  Leading with Political, Ethical and Emotional Intelligence
JPL 818  Research Methods for Justice Policy & Leadership
JPL 835  Advanced Justice Administration & Leadership

Applied Research (3 hours)
JPL 878  Capstone Applied Research Project

Choose a Concentration: 12 hours

Concentration in Police Policy and Leadership
CRJ 814  Policing & Society

Select 9 hours from the following or approved electives:
CRJ 802  Violence Against Women
CRJ 860  Advanced Organizational Theory
CRJ 862  Race, Identity & Policing
CRJ 864  Comparative & International Policing
CRJ 875  Crime and Public Policy
JPL 823  Topical Seminar in Justice Policy and Leadership
JPL 839  Cooperative Study in Justice Policy Leadership
JPL 897  Independent Study

Concentration in Corrections Policy and Leadership
JPL 840  Trends/Issues in Adult/Institutional/Community Corrections

Select 9 hours from the following or approved electives:
JPL 823  Topical Seminar in Justice Policy and Leadership
JPL 825  Illicit Offender Networks
JPL 826  International Responses to Juvenile & Adult Offenders
JPL 828  Mental Health/Substance Abuse Issues in the Correctional Setting
JPL 830  Understanding Corrections/Juvenile Justice Institutions
JPL 839  Cooperative Study in Justice Policy Leadership
JPL 850  Corrections and Juvenile Justice Interventions
JPL 856  Law and Ethics in Dealing with Offenders
JPL 897  Independent Study

Concentration in Juvenile Justice Policy and Leadership
JPL 820  Trends/Issues in Juvenile Institutional/Community Corrections

Select 9 hours from the following or approved electives:
JPL 823  Topical Seminar in Justice Policy and Leadership
JPL 825  Illicit Offender Networks
JPL 826  International Responses to Juvenile & Adult Offenders
JPL 828  Mental Health/Substance Abuse Issues in the Correctional Setting
JPL 830  Understanding Corrections/Juvenile Justice Institutions
JPL 839  Cooperative Study in Justice Policy Leadership
JPL 850  Corrections and Juvenile Justice Interventions
JPL 856  Law and Ethics in Dealing with Offenders
JPL 897  Independent Study

Total Curriculum: 30 hours
Information is based on EKU’s 2015-2016 Course Catalog and is subject to change.

For additional information, contact the justice, policy and leadership program advisor.
859.622.5086  |  onlinedegrees@eku.edu

Apply today.
Go.EKU.edu/JusticeLeadership